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Abstract 
We prove an upper and a lower bound, which coincide for smooth profiles, of large 
deviations from the hydrodynamical limit of the empirical measure for a class of zero range 
processes in infinite volume starting from equilibrium. This result relies on a superexponential 
estimate in infinite volume which is proved in the last section of this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1986 Guo et al. (1988) proposed a method where the intensive use of large 
deviations techniques led to a robust proof of hydrodynamical limits for a large 
class of interacting particle systems under diffusive rescaling in finite volume. This 
method was later extended by Fritz (1990) for infinite volume Ginzburg-Landau 
models. 
The hydrodynamical behaviour corresponds to a law of large numbers for the 
empirical measure associated to the process. Once it is established a natural question 
is to consider large deviations. 
Large deviations from the hydrodynamical behavior are essentially well understood 
for finite volume at least when the scaling is diffusive. It essentially relies on a superex- 
ponential a priori estimate which is used to replace the correlation fields appearing in 
the exponential martingales by suitable functions of the density field (see Kipnis et al., 
1989; Donsker and Varadhan, 1989). 
In infinite volume however the situation is much less clear, at least in the present 
state of the art. In this article we present he first step in this direction: we prove an 
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equilibrium large deviations principle from the hydrodynamical limit in infinite 
volume for a class of interacting particle systems. 
One interesting application of equilibrium large deviations from hydrodynamical 
limit has recently been obtained by two of the authors (Benois, 1992; Landim, 1992). 
They prove from this result a large deviations principle in dimension 1 for local 
functionals of infinite particle systems uch as for instance the occupation time of 
a given site. 
We consider in this paper mean zero asymmetric zero range processes. This 
system can be informally described as follows. Consider indistinguishable par- 
ticles moving on the d dimensional integers 7/a. Let 9:1~ ~ ~ be a nonnegative 
function with g(0)= 0 and p(-) a mean zero probability transition on 7I d 
(~  xp(x) = 0). If a site x is occupied by n particles then at a rate y(n)p(y) one of them 
jumps to x + y. 
The effort concentrates on the proof of the superexponential estimate ob- 
tained in Theorem 2, since the deduction of the full theorem is by now 
"standard" although we mention some difficulties. In general the accuracy 
of the upper bound is verified by proving that the lower bound coincides 
with the upper bound at least for a dense subset of points and then by showing 
that they coincide for all profiles using the convexity and the lower semi- 
continuity of the rate functional. In our case, however, since the rate functional 
is not lower semicontinuous for the weak topology nor convex we are only able to 
prove that the lower bound and the upper bound coincide for a dense subset of 
smooth profiles. 
It should be stressed that we do not need the process to be reversible since by 
a Schwarz inequality we can reduce the problem to the reversible part of the generator 
and also that no attractiveness is needed for the proof. 
1. Notation and results 
In this section we establish the notation and state the main results of the 
article. 
This article is devoted to the proof of a large deviation principle in infinite volume 
for the empirical measure of nonattractive mean zero asymmetric zero range pro- 
cesses. 
Before defining the process, we introduce some notation. The state space of the 
process I~ Z~ is denoted by Xd and the configurations by greek letters r/and ~. In this 
way, for k ~ 77 d, q(k)~ ~ represents he number of particles at site k for the configura- 
tion r/. 
The zero range process (q,)t >_ o, informally described in the introduction, is the 
Markov process on Xd whose generator acts on functions that depend only on a finite 
number of coordinates as 
(L f ) (q)= ~ 9(q(k))P(k, j)[f(t lk'~)-f(t l)] ,  (1.1) 
k,.j ~ 77 ~ 
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where, for configurations q such that q(k) > 1, 
q(i) if i # k,j, 
qk'J(i) = q(k)--  1 if i = k, (1.2) 
r / ( j )+ l  if i= j ;  
P( ' , ' )  is a transition probability on yd and g:l~ ~ ~+ is the rate at which particles 
jump. More precisely, if a site k is occupied by n particles one of the particles jump to 
a site j at rate 9(n)P(k,j). 
We now state the main hypotheses on the process. Throughout his paper we 
assume that: 
(A l) P is a mean zero irreducible translation invariant ransition probability on 7/d 
with finite range. This means that there exists a transition probability p(. ) on 77 d such 
that 
P(k,j) = P (O, j -  k) = p( j  - k). 
Moreover, there exists a positive integer A such that 
p(k)=O i f l k l>a  and ~ kp(k)=O. 
k e ~ ,r 
(A2) g is a nonnegative function such that 0 = g(0) < g(k) for every positive integer 
k and 
G* = sup {g(n + 1) -  9(n)} < c~. 
n_>0 
The existence of a Markov process with generator defined in (1.1) satisfying 
assumptions (A1) and (A2) was proved by Andjel (1982). 
Denote by crib, 1 < i, j < d, the covariance matrix of the transition probability p(. ): 
~ij = ~ kik~p(k) where k = (k  1 . . . . .  kd). (1.3) 
It is easy to see that ~r = (trij) is a symmetric nonnegative definite matrix. To avoid 
degeneracy of the hydrodynamic equation we assume (trij) to be positive definite. 
(A3) There exist x > 0 such that 
~ O'ijXiX j ~ K 2 Xi 2 for every xe~ a. 
i,j i 
To state the last assumption on the jump rate 9(') we need to introduce the 
invariant measures of the process. Define the partition function Z(-) on R+ by 
k>~0 (#k Z(tp) = g(1)...g(k)" 
It is clear that Z(. ) is an increasing function. Let q~* denote the radius of convergence 
of Z: 
~o* = sup{q~; Z(q~) < oc}. 
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In order to avoid some degeneracy we assume that the partition function Z diverges as 
approaching its domain of definition: 
lim Z(¢) = ~.  (1.4) 
O--* O* 
For 0 _< q < ¢*, let go be the translation invariant product measure on Xd with 
marginals given by 
1 ~o j 
Z(q) g(1)...g(j) if j > 1, 
go{t/; t/(k) = j}  = 
1 if j=  0. 
z(~0) 
Let p(¢) be the density of particles of the measure vo: 
P(¢) = go [~(0)]. 
From assumption (1.4) it follows that p: [0, ¢*) ~ [0, oo) is a smooth strictly increas- 
ing bijection. Since p(¢) has a physical meaning as the density of particles, instead of 
parametrizing the above family of measures by q, we use the density p as parameter 
and we write 
vp = %(p), p > 0. (1.5) 
With this convention it is easy to see that 
qg(p) = vp[g(q(O))], p > O. (1.6) 
Since by assumption (A2) g(k) < G*k for every integer k, a simple computation shows 
that q(p) < G*p. Moreover, q~ is in C~°(R+) and ¢' is bounded below by a positive 
constant on each compact subset of ~+. 
We are now in a position to state the last assumption made on the zero range 
processes considered in this article. 
(A4) There exists a convex and increasing function w: [~+ ~ ~+ such that 
(a) w(0) = 0, 
(b) limx~o~ (w(x)/x) = ~ and 
(c) for every density p there exists a positive constant 0 such that 
vp[e °writ°Ill < ~.  
Remark. Assumption (A4) implies that the partition function Z is defined on R +. On 
the other hand, this assumption is fulfilled if for example there exists a positive 
constant G~* and an integer ko such that g(k + 1) - g(k) > G~ for every k > ko. 
Now that all the assumptions have been stated, to keep the notation simple, we 
concentrate on dimension 1. The reader will notice that all the arguments presented 
below extend straightforwardly to higher dimensions. 
Fix once for all a positive time to. For a fixed density p, we denote by P~ the 
probability measure on the path space D([0, to], X1) corresponding to the Markov 
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process with generator L accelerated by a factor N 2 and initial measure vp. E~ denotes 
expectation with respect o the probability P~. 
Let C(I~) (CK(~)) denote the space of real continuous (with compact support) 
functions on ~ with the usual sup norm and let Jr'+ be the space of positive Radon 
measures on R, equipped with the weak* topology induced by Cr(R) via 
(]i, H )  -- S H d]i for H • CK(R), ]i • ~g+. The main object of our study is the empirical 
measure ]iff (0 < t _< to) defined on O([0, to], ~+)  as 
N 1 2 ~lt(k)t~k/N" ]it ----Nkcz 
Here, for x • R, 6x stands for the Dirac measure on x. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove an upper and a lower bound for large 
deviations of (11 tN)O_<t<_to. In order to state the result we need to introduce some 
notation. 
For a fixed density p, we denote by Q~ the probability measure on the path space 
D([0, to ], ~¢+) corresponding to the Markov process ,aft with generator L accelerated 
by a factor N2 and initial measure vp. 
We now introduce the ingredients needed for defining the rate functional of the 
large deviation principle. Throughout this article, for positive integers m and n, we 
denote m.. by Cr ([0, to] × R) the space of compact support functions G" [0, to] x R ~ R 
with m continuous derivatives in time and n continuous derivatives in space and by 
Cp(R) the space of continuous nonnegative functions 7:R ~ R+ such that 7 - P has 
compact support: 
Cp(R) = C(R)c~ {y:[~ ~ R+; 7(x) = p for sufficiently large tx[}. 
For HeCI '2 ( [0 ,  to] x R), let Jn:D([O, to], de'+) ~ R w {~} be given by 
fl o 
Ju(]i) = (m,o, Hto) - (mo, Ho) - dr(mr, ~H~) 
fl ° - (~/2) dt(~o(m,), {O~Ht + (~?xH,) 2 } ) 
if ]i • D([0, to], ~'+), mt= d]it/d2; Jo( ' )  = + oo outside D([0, to], ,At'+) or if ]i, is not 
absolutely continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure 2 for some 0 _< t < to. 
We then let lo:D([0, to], J/+)--, [0, + oo] be defined as 
lo(]i) = sup jn(]i). 
H~ C~'2([0, to] x ~) 
Io is the part of the rate functional of the large deviations principle that measures the 
deviations coming from the stochastic evolution. The other piece that measures the 
deviations from the initial state is now defined. For a positive function 7 : I~ --* R +, let 
h(Tlp) be the entropy defined by 
h( , lp )= fadx  {7(x)log{(p(y(x))~ _ l fZ((p(7(x)))'~ \ / ) .  
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Thus, for a density p > 0, define the rate functional of the large deviations principle as 
lp(#) = Io(#) + h(mo I P). 
Let ~/= a~'p be the space of all paths/~ in D([0, to], J-(+) such that mt = d/~t/d2 is 
the solution of the PDE 
a,m = (a/2)Atp(m) - a~(~p(m)a~H), 
m(0,.) = 7(') 
for some y in Cp(~) and some H in Ct~'3([0, to] × ~). In other words, a profile # is in 
if #t is absolutely continuous with respect o )o for every 0 < t < to and if there 
exists 7 in Co(R ) and H in CrL3([0, to] × ~) such that /~ is the solution of the 
above PDE. 
In the beginning of Section 3 we show that the rate functional is finite and has an 
explicit representation in a set containing sO'. 
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of this article. 
Theorem 1. For every closed subset cg and every open subset (9 of D([O, to], J /+) we 
have 
1 
lim sup ~ log Q~(ff) < - inf lp(/0, 
N~ pE~ 
1 _ 
liminf~logQfv((9) > - inf Ip(lO. 
The proof of this large deviation result is based on a superexponential estimate. To 
state this result we need to introduce some notation. 
For a cylinder function ~u, denote the expectation of 7' with respect to the invariant 
measure vp by ~(p): 
~(p) = vp[~]  (1.7) 
and, for a positive integer Y and an integer k, denote the empirical mean density on 
a box of size 2E + 1 centered at k by qt(k): 
1 
tl¢(k) - - -  ~ q(j). (1.8) 
2f+ l l j_kl<_¢ 
Theorem 2. Let H e C °" Z([O, to] x R) and ~ a cylinder function for which there exists 
a finite constant C(~P) and a finite subset A such that 
[~(q) -  7~(~)1 < C(~) ~ [q(k) -  ~(k)[ (1.9) 
k~A 
for every configuration q and ~ in X1. For a positive e, define 
vH, q,~t 1 N.~ , ,  q) = ~ ~ H(t, i/N)[ziT"(q) - ~(qN~(i))]. 
T 
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Then for any 6 > 0 we have 
1 I fi°Vn'q"t "dt ] lim sup lim sup -- log P~ u,~ ~,r/t; >6  =-oc .  
e~o u~ N 
Functions ~ satisfying (1.9) will be called Lipschitz cylinder functions. Notice that 
we may assume in Theorem 2 that ~P(0) = 0, where _0 is the configuration with no 
particle. We will do it without further comment. Notice that in this case it follows from 
(1.9) that 
I~(~)1-< c('P) ~ q(k). 
ke/l  
The article is divided as follows. In Section 2, we prove the upper bound of Theorem 
1, in Section 3 the lower bound and in Section 4 the superexponential estimate stated 
in Theorem 2. 
2. Upper bound 
In light of the superexponential nequality stated in Theorem 2, the proof of the 
large deviation principle is almost straightforward and does not present great differ- 
ences from the one for Ginzburg-Landau models presented in Donsker and Vara- 
dhan (1989). We will therefore skip some details. 
For a fixed function 7 in Cp(E), let v~ be the product measure on X1 with marginals 
given by 
v~{q;q(k)=m}=v~tkm){q;q(k)=m}; keY/, meN. 
For a smooth function H in Ct~'/([0, to] x R), consider the unique Feller process on 
XI with initial state distributed according to v~ and such that for any cylinder 
function f 
f(qt) - f(qo) - fl (N2Lf'sf)(qs)ds 
is a martingale with respect o the canonical filtration, where 
H (Lu,,f)(q)= ~ g(q(k))p(j)em"(k+J'/U'-m"k/m[f(qk'k+J)--f(q)]. (2.1) 
k,j~Z 
Denote by p~.H and by Q~,n the probabilities on D([0, to], XI ) and O([0, to], ~¢t'+) of 
the process just described. 
These measures can be viewed as small perturbations ofP~v and Q~. The interpreta- 
tion is simple, in the macroscopic scale, we introduce a small time and space 
dependent drift ((1/N)OxH,) in the motion of the particles. 
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To keep notation simple in the proof of the upper bound, we introduce some 
functionals. For a function H in C1'2([-0, to] x I~), define :n and J]t : D([0, to], ~¢/+) 
Rw {~} as 
fl o 
:H(#) = (~to, H,o) - (~o, Ho) - dt(FL,, ~?tH,) 
and 
~ o J~(#) = (a/2) dt(q)(mt), {8~H, + (8xH,) 1 } ) 
if #~D([0 ,  to], J¢+), mt= d/~t/d2; J~( ' )  = + oo outside D([0,  to], Jr'+) or if  mr is not 
absolutely continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure 2 for some 0 < t < to. 
For a function 7 in Cp(R), let hr(-I P): Jr'+ ~ R be the functional defined by 
\ )/' 
where 2 N is the approximation of the Lebesgue measure defined by 
/~N 1 k~ = ~ 6~/N" 
Denote by ~ the a-algebra generated by {t/5; s < t}. A simple computation shows 
that 
dPN'H dPN'H = expN f 
dP/v ( t ) := dP~ ~, :H(t~N) + h~(H~Ip) 
L 
--N fi ~_,O(qs(k))p(j)[eHtS'tk+J)m)-Hts'k/N)--1] ds}. 
k,j 
We are now ready to prove the upper bound of the large deviations. 
Proof of Theorem I (Upper bound). Fix a subset A of D([0, to ], ~[/+). For every q > 1, 
He  Cr1'2([0, to] x I~) and 7~ Cp(R), 
Q~ [A] E~ L\dp~'" / \ N / 
Let ho = ho(H) be a positive integer such that the support of H is contained in 
[0, to] x [ - (ho - 1), (ho - 1)] and let H~ be a real continuous function with same 
support as sup, tH, I and which bounds above supo_<t _< to ([02Htl + (gxH,) 2 + [Htl). 
From the above explicit expression for the RadonzNikodym derivative, we have 
that (dP~/dP~'H)(to) can be rewritten as 
expN {_:H(ktN)_F J]t(l.tN ,ote) N N - h~ (~o I p) 
f 'o l  
+ (a/2) ~ {a~H(s, k/N) + EaxH(s, k/N)] 2 } {90/s(k)) -- q~(q~(k))} ds 
30 N T 
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where for ~ > 0, ~ is the approximation of the identity (2e)- 1 it_,.,j(x) and • is the 
usual convolution. 
To avoid long formulas, we denote by n rN,,(r/s) the first expression i tegrated in time 
n in the above formula and by ru (r/s) the second one. 
From the last two equalities it follows that (1/N)log Q~[A] is bounded above by 
- sup { - fn(#)  + J~(P * a~) - h~,(~o I p)} + c(p, y) 
q ~,cA 
~-d--~N tto)) exp(N/q){fi°[rN.~(qs) + 
The remainder (1/N)c(p, Y) comes from the difference between h~(~u, p) and h~(~, p). 
Let q' be such that (l/q) + (1/q') = 1. By H61der's inequality, for every positive fl, 
the third term of the last expression is bounded above by 
1--[--l°gE~[exp(3q'N/q){fi°rNH'~(tls)ds-~ Nfi~k H'(k/N)w(qs(k))ds}l 
+ 1 pV , ( 
3--~ l°g EN Lexp(aq N/q)~f:°rff(qs'ds}] 
+ 3-~logE~ exp(3flq'/q) ~ H,(k/N)w(tIs(k))ds . 
In this formula w is the function appearing in assumption (A4) and H1 is defined at the 
beginning of this proof. 
From the proof of Lemma 4.1 below it follows that for each fixed N the third term of 
this expression is bounded above by 
F 3 (fl, q, H):= ~ log v o [e  (3flq' II H l]. to/q)w(q(O)}]. 
From assumption (A4), for each fixed q and H, limp~o F3(fl, q, H) = O. 
A similar computation shows that the second term of the above expression is 
bounded by 
3q~ log E~r exp(3q'Co(H)G~/qN) ~ qs(k)ds 
Ikl -< hoN 
2ho [el3q,CotHiG*to/qNiqtO).]. < log vp 
- 3q' 
We denote this last expression by F2(N,q,H). Notice that for each fixed q and H, 
limN~, F2(N, q, H) = O. 
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Finally, denote by F~(fl, q, H, e) the limit 
lim suPr~ 1 [ { f l  ° rNn' *(~/~) it° f l  k~ }1 3~7~ log E~ exp(3q'N/q) ds -  H,(k/N)w(tl~(k))ds . 
.IoN 
In the proof of the superexponential estimate (cf. (4.3) and the paragraph just before), 
since g(-) is a cylinder Lipschitz function, we show that for every fl > 0, smooth 
function H and q > 1, 
lira F~(fl, q, H, e) = 0. 
e~0 
Therefore, taking infimums over fl >0, q > 1, e >0, HECKI'2([0, to] x R) and 
y ~ Cp(l~), we showed that 
limsup logQ~[A] < inf sup {-/u(/~) + Ju( l~*aJ -  h~(/lolp)} 
N~oo fl, q,n, 7,~. (q ~A 
+ F,(fl, q, H, e) + F3(fl, q, H)}. 
Assume now that the set A is compact. Since J~( . .  ~,) is continuous for every 
H and e > 0, we may apply the arguments presented in Lemma 11.3 of Varadhan 
(1984) to exchange the supremum with the infimum. In this way we obtain that the last 
expression is bounded above by 
inf sup {~{[n(/~) ~ } -- -- Jn ( / t *  a~) + hy(/2 o I P)} - F l ( f l ,  q, H, e) - F3(fl, q, H)  . 
#~A fl, q,H, 7,~: 
Letting e ~ 0, then fl J, 0 and finally q J, 1, we conclude the proof of the upper bound for 
compact sets. 
To pass from compact sets to closed sets, we have to obtain "exponential tightness" 
for the sequence (Q~). The proof presented in Benois (1992) for the noninteracting zero 
range process is easily adapted to our context. [] 
3. Lower  bound 
We start this section obtaining an explicit form for the functional Io on a class of 
smooth profiles. Let o a be the set of all profiles/x with finite rate function Io: 
g = {/~O([0, to], J'/+); Io(/~) < ~}. 
With the same arguments presented in Lemma 5.1 of Kipnis et al. (1989) we show that 
for every # in 6 r there exists a function dxH~L2(#s(dx)ds) such that 
Io(~) = ~-~ <q~(ms),(OxH)2>ds, (3.1) 
where/~ and H are related by the partial differential equation 
t3,m = (a/2)c~2~o(m) - ~3x(q~(m)axH), (3.2) 
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where mt represents he density of p, with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Moreover, 
for this function H, 
Io(p) = fH(P) -- JH~ (/~) - (3.3) 
Conversely, if for a profile p: [0, to] × ~ ~ R there exists a function H with ~xH in 
LZ(~s(dx)ds) uch that p satisfies (3.2) weakly, then Io(p) is given by (3.1). 
Proof of Theorem I (Lower bound). Fix a profile p in d .  Let V denote any open 
neighborhood of p. It is enough to prove that 
l im in f l l og  Q~[V] > - Ip(p). 
Let H be the function in C~'3([0, to] × R) associated to /~ by the relation (3.1). 
H exists since we assumed p to be in d .  Recall the definition of the perturbed process 
p~o. u introduced in the proof of the upper bound. We have that 
l logQ~[v]=llogp~o,H dP~ 1 [~( t° ) l ' ,~ 'Nev l  . 
Applying Jensen's inequality we bound below the right-hand side of the last expres- 
sion by 
1 ~,o - 1EN~o.H [1 , dP~(to ) ]  ' IlOgQN~°'H[v] + ~QN 'H[v]  b?'e Vl 'Ogdp~o,H 
Since we assumed p to be in d ,  Po is in C,(•) and the function H associated to p by 
the relation (3.2) is smooth. In particular a law of large numbers for the empirical 
measure p~ under the measure p~o,H can be proved using the superexponential 
inequality stated in Theorem 2, More precisely, we can prove that under p~o.H, 
p.N converges in probability to p.. In particular, since V is a neighborhood of p, 
lim Q~°'H[v] = 1. 
N~zc  
On the other hand, by Jensen's inequality we have that 
N LI',~,~¢ v~lOgdn~o-----~(to) <- - n[V~]IogQ~°'H[v~], 
which converges to 0 as N increases to ~ by the law of large numbers. 
In conclusion 
1 ~,oH[,, | ~dP~ ] 
liminfNN~ IogQ~N°'H[v] -- > liminf~ENN.~ ~V /IOgclp~v~ (to) • (3.4) 
Recall the notation introduced in the proof of the upper bound. We showed there 
p Po, H that the Radon-Nikodym derivative dPN/dPN can be rewritten as 
{ ;: } N N n rff(th) ]ds expN --~H(IA N) + JIH(pN * ~) -- h~,o(po [p) + [rN.~(q~) + 
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The last term of the expression above does not contribute to the r.h.s, of (3.4). Indeed, 
it is easy to prove that there exists a positive constant K such that 
o dPN t EN ~ ( o )  < exp(KN). (3.5) 
On the other hand, by Jensen's inequality, for every positive a we have 
lim_inf lim inf E~ °' H ,o [rN.~(q~) + rN (q.O] ds 
o N~,  LJo 
a rff(r/~)] ds >_ - limsup limsup ~logt~N|~- f fy - ( to )eXp -- aN [rN,~(qA + 
e~O N~ 0 
We prove in Section 4 that, for every a e R, 
[ {;° }] n rff(q~)] ds < O. lira sup lim sup _l log E~ exp aN [rN,AqA + 
e-o N-~ N 
Thus ,  from Schwarz inequality it follows that 
r ;  0 l iminf l iminfE~o,H u rH(q~)jds > 
~o N~ L [rN.,(q~) + - - --'a 
So, if we let a increase to infinity, we obtain that 
lim inf 1 log QN ~°' H [ V] 
N~cx~ D/ 
_> l iminfl iminfE~NO.n[_fH(pN) + j]t(laN,~,) _ h~,o(~ oN NIP)]. 
e~O N~ 
On the one hand, we know that 
N N ( ~ (p(po(X)) ~ 1 Z(qg(po(i/N))) 
h~,o(PO IP) = log + Y' log ~o, ~o(p) / U z(~o(p)) \ ieZ 
Since by assumption #o.e Cp we have that 
Po, H N N 
lim E N [h~,o(#O I P)] = h(molp). 
N~o¢ 
On the other hand, insofar as the functional defined on .At'+ by 
v --, - fH(V) + J~(v * cq) is continuous, we can deduce from the hydrodynamical limit 
that 
lim EP°'H[--dH(]AN ) + JH I ( ]AN*  0( , ) ]  = - -  :n(lA) + j l (p*o~,)  
and since p is a smooth profile 
lim J,,(~ • ~) = j~(~). 
~0 
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Therefore, keeping in mind relation (3.3) we proved that 
lira inf 1 u~ U l°gQ~°'t4[V] >- - h(molP)- [n(P) + J~(#) = - lp(p) 
for every density profile/~ in d .  [] 
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4. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section we prove Theorem 2. We omit in proof some arguments that 
appeared before in Kipnis et al. (1989) or in Landim (1992). 
It is enough to prove the theorem for functions H which do not depend on time and 
for the probability without the absolute values (cf. Landim, 1992, Lemma 3.2). 
Recall the definition of w given in assumption (A4). Let w* be the Legendre 
transform of the convex function w: 
w*(x) = sup {2x - w(2)}. (4.1) 
)._>0 
From the properties of w it follows that w* is a continuous convex function with 
w*(0) = 0. 
Define a positive continuous function G on ~ by 
G(x) = sup max { [H(z)], l•2H(z)[}. (4.2) 
z~[x- 1,x+ 1] 
For every positive ~, 
[£o 
+ p~ NC~  G(i/g)w(q,(i))dt > . 
Since from Lemma 4.1 below for every 6 > 0 
l imsup l imsup l l °gP~[  c t ° ~ ~ o  s~,  N Jo N ] ~i G(i/N)w(qt(i))dt > 6 = - oo, 
to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that for every positive ~ and 6, 
l imsuplimsupll°gP~~o N~ N "[ N,'~ ( ,q t ) - -~G( i /N)w(q , ( i ) )  d t>6 =-0o .  
From Tchebycheff exponential inequality, to prove this result it is enough to show 
that for every positive a (cf. Kipnis et al., 1989), 
l imsup l imsup l  l°gE°u[expa fi° {NV~u( t 'q ' ) - - ° t~ N~, N 
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We did not assume the transition probabilities p(. ) to be symmetric. Therefore the 
measures vp can be nonreversible for the process. Nevertheless, if we denote by W(~/) 
the function 
by the Feynman-Kac formula the above expectation is equal to 
(S,oW 1, 1) < (StWo 1, StWo l) ''/2', 
where S w is the semigroup associated to the generator Lw = N2L + W. 
On the other hand, if we denote by L* the adjoint operator of Lw, which is equal to 
N 2 L * + W, and by 2w the largest eigenvalue of Lw + L *, 
¢?,(StW 1, sW1) = ((Lw + L~)sW1, sW1) < 2w(sW1, S~l) .  
Therefore, by Gronwall's lemma, 
(Stow 1, 1) < exp{(to/2)2w}, 
and to conclude the proof of the theorem, we have to show that 
sup lim sup 1 log  2w = O. lim 
e~O N~<zD 
Notice that we reduced our problem to the study of the behavior of the largest 
eigenvalue of a small perturbation ofthe reversible part of the generator. Since we are 
now dealing with the reversible part of the generator (i.e. with N2(L + L*)) we will 
assume that the generator is reversible. Moreover, to keep the notation simple we will 
assume from now on that the transition probabilities p(-) are given by 
p(k) = (1/2)llk I = I. 
From the variational formula for the largest eigenvalue of a self-adjoint operator, to 
prove this limit it is enough to show that for every positive a, 
limsup limsup sup a V~'~ (7) 
~0 N~ , f>O, ( f )  o=1 
~ G(i/N)w(tl(i)) f(~l)vo(dr/) - ND(f) <_ O. (4.3) 
In this last formula D(.) is the Dirichlet form defined by 
D(f) = 2 Ik.k+l(f), (4.4) 
k 
where, for an integer k, 
lk,k +1 (f)  = fg(~(k)) [ ~  + 1) _ f%~]2  vp(dT/) 
and ( . )p  denotes expectation with respect o the measure vp. 
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Following the procedure proposed in Guo et al. (1988), we first rewrite 
V H, 'Pz , N,~ tqJ -- ~ ~/G(i/N)w(q(i)) 
as the sum of three terms: 
{ [ 1 ~ H(i/N) 7J(q(i)) 2g+l l j  ~1_<~ 
,{ [ ,  + ~ ~ H(i/N) 2f + 1 
(q(j))]-~G(i/N)w(q(i))} 
} 
IJ il<_f 
+ ~ ~ {H(i/N)[~(qQi)) -- ~(tlN~(i))] -- ~G(i/N)w(q(i))}. 
The first term is small when N is large. Indeed, from the definitions (4.1) and (4.2) 
of the functions w* and G and from the assumption made on tp, it is bounded 
above by 
N . 2E+ 1 ij_il_</ 
N 1 ~C (~-/) ff 2 ~ } <- -  - ~i" G(i/S) [ N2 q(i) - ~w(q(i)) 
. f3C(~U)t °2 ) 
<_ w t- ~ ~ ~ G(i/N). 
Since w* is continuous at 0 and w*(O) = O, there is no contribution of the first term in 
the limit (4.3). Therefore, to conclude the proof of the theorem, we have to prove 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. 
Remark. Let 7 be a profile in C,(N) and H be a smooth function of C~'2([0, to] x N). 
The superexponential estimate stated in Theorem 2 holds for the probability 
p~,n replacing P~, since by (3.5) the Radon-Nikodym derivative dP~'n/dP~ has 
a second moment with respect to Ply bounded by exp(CN) for some finite con- 
stant C. 
Lemma 4.1. For every Ge CK(~), 
l imsup l imsup l l °gP~[  f t o l A ~N~ N Jo N ] G(i/N)wOh(i))dt > A = -- oo. (4.5) 
Proof. Applying Tchebycheff exponential inequality and Jensen inequality, we obtain 
that for every positive constant a, 
P~I ft° N ~i G(i/N)w(qt(i))dt >A] 
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< exp{-  aAN}E~ exp ~ aG(i/N)w(q,(i))dt 
i 
<exp{-aAN}E~c[~ofi°exp{~atoG(i/N'w(qt(i))}l. 
Since the initial state is distributed according to the invariant and translation 
-- ~G(i/N)w(rl(i))]f(rl)vp(dq) - bND(f)} < O. 
v~( ,7 )  - 1 y~ rico(n)_ ¢(¢(0)). 
2[+ 1 iJl<t 
Let H and G be continuous functions with compact support such that 
sup IH(z)l < G(x). 
z~[x- 1,x+ 1] 
Then, for every strictly positive constants ~ and b, 
lim sup lim sup sup • [H(i/N)zi V~(q) 
[~oo N~ f>_O,( f )o=l  
(4.7) 
Proof. To keep the notation simple we assume that the cylinder function ~ depends 
only on the configuration at site 0. Since ~ is Lipschitz, we have that 
[ ~'(q)[ _< C(~')q(O). 
invariant product measure v, we have that 
E~[~ofi°exp{ato~G,i/N)w(rh,i))}J=~vo[eat°O°/N)w'"'°"]. 
Therefore. the 1.h.s. of (4.5) is bounded above by 
limsup limsup inf - aA + ~ logv o[e at°a~i/NIw~"~°ll] . (4.6) 
A~ N~ a>O 
From assumption (A4), there exists ao > 0 such that 
v o [e a°t° II G II ~ w(~t0))] < O0. 
Let B > 0 such that 
supp G c [ -  B, B]. 
Since (4.6) is bounded above by 
limsup { -  aoA + (2B + 1)logvp[ea°t°l1611~wl~(°l)]}, 
A~c~3 
the lemma is proved. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let ~ be a cylinder function satisfyin9 the assumptions of Theorem 2. 
Recall the definition of ~ 9iven in (1.6). Define 
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Since w is a convex function, from (4.7) it follows that 
1 1 
N ~. IH(i/N)lw(tle(i)) <_ 
1 
z - -  
N 
1 
<-N 
1 
- -  ~ Wffl(j)) • IH(i/N)12t O + 1 iJ_~l<~r 
1 IH(j/N)I ,~. w(t/(i))2to + 11j il<E 
w(tl(i))G(i/N)" 
Therefore, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that 
lim sup lim sup sup 
as 
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~ f{H(i/N)VTIn)- a[H(i/N)lw(tlt(O))}(r-,f)(tl)vp(drl). 
Before proceeding, we introduce some notation. For a fixed to ~ IN, we denote the 
box { -  to .. . . .  t o } by At, the state space N At by 
Xt= NAt, 
I the product measure defined in (1.5) on the space by ~ configurations of X e and by v o 
X d" 
We now observe that 
g(i/g) ree (tl) - c~]H(i/g)lw(tle(O)) 
depends on the configuration r/only through r/(-to) . . . . .  r/(to). Therefore, if for i t  g we 
denote by fi the conditional expectation of the density z~f with respect to 
~(  - to) . . . . .  ~(to) :  
y,(¢) = f l{,;  t/(i) = ¢(i); 1il < to}(zif)(tl)vp(drl) for CeXt ;  
we have that (4.8) is equal to 
N~ t {H(i/N)VT(~) -- ~lH(i/N)lw(~(O))}f_~(~)v~o(d~). (4.9) 
{l~f(H( i /N)z ,  VT(~l)-o~lH(i/N)lwffl[(i)))fffl)vp(d~l)-bND(f)}<-O. 
We first observe that since vp is a translation invariant measure, we can rewrite 
1 f -~~ {H(i/N)~i g~'(tl) - ~[H(i/N)lw(tle(i))}f(tl)vp(dtl) (4.8) 
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On X ¢, consider the Dirichlet form D e defined on positive functions h" X e ~ ~ + by 
g-1  
De(h) = ~ l~.k+l(h), 
k=-e  
where 
lk#,k + : f ~(h) g(((k)) [ ~  1 ) h~]  2 v~(d~). 
From Schwarz inequality it is easy to see that for - f  < k < f - 1, 
Ik~,k + , ( f i )  < lk.k+ l(zif) = l-i+k.-i+k+ ,(f). 
Therefore, 
De(~) _< 
- i+f - I  
Ik,k+l(f). (4.10) 
k=- i - f  
In conclusion, 
1 t" J(H(i/U)zi V~(tl) - ~l H(i/N)I w(qt(i)))f(q)vp(dq) - bND(U) 
which is, by the definition (4.4) of the Dirichlet form D, equal to 
1 ~ {f(H(i/N)%V~(q)- ~,H(i/N)[w(q~(i)))f(q)vp(dq) 
bN2i+t - l  } 
Ik.k+,(f) 2{ k=i-~ 
is, by (4.9) and (4.10), bounded above by 
1 bN 1 /)} ~, { fx, (H(i/N)VT(#) -~t,H(i/N)lw((e(O)))f_i(~)v~(d¢)- ~-D¢(f_ 
1 {fx < -- ~ sup (H(i/N) V~(~) - ~[H(i/N)Iw(~QO)))h(~)v~o(d~) 
-N  i he3~.+¢(1} t 
bN22• DQh)} , (4.11) 
where ~+~(1)is the set of densities with respect o the measure v~(d~): 
~t+(1)= {h:Xt ~.+; fh(Ov,(d~)= l}. 
The last inequality follows from the fact that for each i~ 7/,f~ belongs to ~-+~(I). 
We now fix i E 71 and study the integral 
fxt (H(i/U) V~(~) H(i/U)[w(~QO)))h(~)v~(d~). (4.12) I 
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We first claim that there is a constant K~ which depends only on C(TJ), H and 
such that 
xt (H(i/U) V~(~) - ctlH(i/U)[w(~QO)))h(~)v~(d() < K 1 
for every h 6 ~ ~+ (1). 
To prove the claim, denote by Eh expectation on X ~ with respect o the measure 
h dye. From the assumption on ~, the expression is bounded above by 
]H(i/N)IEh[2C(TJ)~QO)- ~w(~¢(0))] < c~ IIH II~w*(2C(~)/~). 
This proves the first claim. 
We also claim that there is a constant K2 which depends only on C(q'), H and 
ct such that the integral (4.12) is negative if
f w(¢t(O))h(()v~(d~) > K2. 
Indeed, we saw in the proof of the first claim that (4.12) is bounded above by 
I H(i/N)I {2C(~)Eh [¢ Q0)] - CtEh [w(~¢(0))] }. 
Since w is convex and strictly increasing, by Jensen's inequality, this expression is 
bounded above by 
g 2C(TJ)IH(i/N)I {w- I(Eh[W(~.QO))]) 2C~lp)Eh[W(~ (0))]}. 
From the assumptions on w, for every positive fl, there exists a finite constant K2(fl) 
such that 
w ~(z)- f lz  
is negative if z > K2(fl). The second claim is thus proved. 
For positive constants a and b, define 
~+l(1, a, b )= {h6~+~ (1); O;(h)<_ a, EhEw(~;(0))] < b}. 
From the two claims proved above, we obtain that for h not belonging to 
~~ (1, 2KI{/bN 2, K2) 
_ _ bN2 DQh) t{ fxt(H(i/N)V:(~) ctlH(i/N)lw(~QO)))h(~)v~(d~) ~-  
is negative. Therefore, 
bN2 e 
sup {fx (H(i/N)V~'(~)-~[H(i/N)lw(~QO)))h(~)v,(dQ-~-D (h)} 
he,~+r(1) 
is bounded above by 
IIHII~ sup [ V~(~)h(~)v~(d~). (4.13) 
hE:~t+(1,2KI{/bN2, K2) ,~Xr 
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Let B > 0 such that the support of H is contained in I -B ,  B]. From (4.11)-(4.13), it
follows that 
sup  { l~ i f (H , i /N)T iV : ( r l ) - c tG , i /N ,w( t l , i ) ) ) f ( r l )vp(dt l , -bNh( f )}  
,f>O ( f )p=l  
is bounded above by 
(2B + 1)llHIIo~ sup f V~(¢)h(()v~(d~) Q 
hc,~:+(I,2K,[/bN2, K2) .}Xe 
To prove the lemma we have therefore to show that 
l imsuplimsup sup f V~(~)h(~)v~(d¢) <0. 
d~oo N~oo hE..~:+(1.2KId/bN2, K2) .JX : 
At this point, we have reduced the original problem to a question on finite 
microscopic boxes which do not depend on the rescaling parameter N. 
Due to the uniform bound on the mean density of particles, the set 
if+:(1, 2Kld/bN 2, K2) is a compact subset of the probability measures on X: en- 
dowed with the weak topology. For this reason and since the Dirichlet form is lower 
semicontinuous, 
lim sup sup f V~(~)h(~)v~(d~) 
N~oo h~Sc:.(1,2KI[/bN2, K2) ,IX: 
_< sup ~ V~(~)h(~)v~(d(). 
Jx 
h c#"+:(I, O, K2) ' 
A density h with Dirichlet form D:(h) = 0 is constant on configurations with the 
same total number of particles. In particular, the probability measure obtained 
conditioning ph(d~)= h(~)v~(d~) on the total number of particles is equal to the 
probability measure obtained conditioning v~(d~) on the same space: 
-d<_i<_[ --d "<[ 
For k c ~, let 
e(d~ ~ ~(i) = k) q[(d~) = vp 
-d<_i<_g 
Notice that the r.h.s, does not depend on the density p. 
For he~-+: (1, 0, K2)  , and denoting by Ph(d~) the measure h(~)vp:(d~) and by ph(k) 
the probability of the set of configurations with k particles for the measure #h: 
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we have that 
.Ix, V~ (¢)h(~)v~(d~) 
is bounded above by 
fx [ 1 ~ T(tl(J))- ~(k/(2[ + l))l~[(d~.) 
k _< K3(2t~ + 1) e < 
+ 2C(V) ~ p.(k)k. 
k > K3(2? + II 
The first expression is bounded by 
sup I~[ (~(~(0) ) )  - t Vk/(2d + ~)(~'(~(0)))1 
k< K3(2f+ 1) 
and converges to 0 when [T ~ for each fixed Ks (cf. Diaconis and Freedman, 1988). 
On the other hand, the second one is equal to 
Ix 2C(~)Ksfx 2C(~) t 1{4; it(0) _> K3}~t(0)ph(d~) _< w K3  ew(~e(0))/ah(d~) 
2C(~)KsK: < 
w(Ka)  
which converges to 0 as K 3 T ~.  [] 
Lemma 4.3. With the assumptions of Theorem 2 and the notations of Lemma 4.2, for 
every positive constants ctand b, 
tim sup lim sup lim sup sup {N~f(H(i/N)[~(~N~(i))-~(~(i),] 
¢~oe ~o N~ f>O, ( . f )p=l  
- ccG(i/N)w(rl(i)))f(~l)%(drl) - bND(f)} < O. 
Proof. In Theorem 2 we assumed T to be Lipschitz. Then the function of a real 
variable ~ is Lipschitz in the usual sense. Indeed, since the family {%; p >_ 0} is 
increasing and since T is monotone, for 0 < Pl < P2, 
~(p2)  - ~(p , )  = v.2 [~e(~)] - vp, [~(~) ]  = ~,,2,,,, W(~)  - ~e(O]  
<C(T)~P~'P'[~A~I(k)-~(k)]=C(T)IAI(PE-Pl)'k 
In this computation, iTp.p, is a probability measure on the product space ~z x ~z 
with first marginal equal to vp2, second one equal to %, and such that 
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Such measure xists since Vp, < vp~ (cf. Liggett, 1985, Chapter II, Theorem 2.4). 
Therefore, it is enough to prove that for every positive ~ and b, 
lim sup lim sup lim sup sup {l~(]H(i/N)llq~"(i)-q~(i)[ 
- ~G(i/N)w(q(i)))f(q)vp(dq) - bNO(f)} <_ O. 
Splitting up the macroscopic box of size Ns in microscopic boxes of size d, 
l~ i  IH(i/N)l ION~(i) -- ~ff(i)l (4.14) 
is bounded above by 
1 ~ 1 ~ Iqq J ) -  qe(i)l 
IH(i/N)I2Ns + 12t + l <lJ_il<_Ne 
+ O(ff/Ne)l  ~i G(i/N)q(i). 
Therefore, for sufficiently large N, (4.14) is bounded above by 
IH(i/N)12Ne +~ 2e + I <U_iI<_N,: 
By the same reasons, we replace the mean number of particles by the truncated 
value. More precisely, if for a positive integer M we denote by ~bM : I~+ ~ ~+ the 
function 
~bM(X) = x ^ M, 
we claim (and leave the details to the reader) that the very same argument shows that 
to conclude the proof of the lemma we have to prove that for every positive M, 
and b, 
lim sup lim sup lim sup sup { I~[H( i /N) I2N 1 
~oo ~0 N~oo . f_>0,( . f )p=l  -']- 1 21+l<[ j - i l<Nt :  
- 4)M(q,))[ -- e(w(qQi)) + w(qQj))))f(q)vo(dq) -- bND(f) <_ O, 
where for an integer i, q~(q, i) represents 
1 
~bM(r/(k)). 
2E+ llk_il<_E 
= 2.e be the Let X~ be the state space I~13'x I~l A' (where Ae { - t  ~ ..... t~}), let vp 
product measure defined by (1.5) on Xz t. Then consider, for Ikl > 2d + 1, the condi- 
tional expectation Ek with respect o q ( - l )  ..... q(l), q(k - I) ..... q(k + l) and define, 
for l J -  il > 2t ~ + 1,f , j  = Ej_i[z_~f]. 
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Using these notations, the expression i  the last supremum can be written as 
1~/I / H 1 2 fX ( f  (~1, ~2) _ _  _ _  g M N . 'H(i 'N"2Ne,+ 12r+l<lj_il<N,: ( 
-- ~(W(~I ~'(0)) + W(~2d(O))))f/,j(~l, ~2)v2"((d~l, d~2) - bND(f), 
where 
1 ~ q~Mt~l(k)) - - I  ~ qSM(~2(k)) " 
V~(~'~2)= 2(+ 1 ikl_<E 2d+ 11kl_<< 
In order to reduce our problem to microscopic boxes, we introduce the Dirichlet 
form on X2 e defined for any positive function h:X<2-+ ~+ by 
where 
with 
AQh) Z ,.l 2.< = (lk.k+a(h) + lk.k+a(h)) + ffo.o(h), 
k=-d  
1.< f k h k k+l - -  lk.k+t(h)= g(~( ))(X/ (~f ,~2) ~) )2v2 ' t (d~,d(2) ,  
2,{ f Ik.k+~(h) = g((2(k))(x/h(~,~ k'k+~ ) _ hx /~,  ~2))2 vo2.t(d(1, d~2), 
lto.o(h) (P(P) f t4h(~ °' +, ~2) x/h(~l, ~0.+ 2,2.d = -- )) l ,  (d~l,d~2), 
{~(i)+ 1 i f j= i ,  
~i' +(J) = ~(j) otherwise. 
Following the steps we used to get (4.10), we verify that 
1.{ lk.k+ l(.~.j) < lk+i,k+i+ l(f), 
2.{ lk,k+l(f~,j) < lk+j,k+j+l(f). 
Moreover, 
ffo.o(A.j) = qo(p) o.+, ~2) 
- -x/Ej  i[r if](¢,,~°'+))2v2'<(d¢,,d~2) 
and it is easy to see that if h k" + (q) denotes h(rl k" +), then 
Ej- i [z- i f ] (~ °'+, ~.2) = Ej ,[(3 ,f)o. +](~,, ~.2), 
Ej lET i,f](~l, ~o.+) = Ej_iE(T_if)J- i ,  +)](~l, ~2). 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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So, according to Schwarz inequality, (4.17) is less than or equal to 
q)(p) f (~/(z_ if) °' + (rl) - ~/(z _,f)~-" + (rl))2 vp(dr/). 
Then we use telescopic sums 
x/(z- i f )  °" + (rl) - x / (z- i f )  j-'' + (rl) 
j - i - i  
= ~. ~/(z-,f)k' +(q) -- X/(z_,f)k+~'+(r/) for j  > i, 
k :0  
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
\ k=0 k=O 
and the following change of variables formula, 
tp(p) fF(q k' +, qk+ ,. + )vp(dq) = fg(q(k))F(q, qk,k+ ')v,(dq), 
to conclude that (4.17) is bounded above by (j i) i-i-1 -- •k=0 Ik+i,k+i+ l(f) for j > i. 
Therefore, in view of (4.15) and (4.16), for 2: + 1 < li - j [  < St, we have 
A:(f~,j) < (Ne + 1)D(f). 
We now repeat he arguments of Lemma 4.2 to claim that it is enough to show that 
lim sup lim sup lim sup sup Eh[VY(~I, ~2)] ~ 0, 
:400 e~O N~oc h~a~+.r(l,(2N~ + I)2/bN2, Kx ) 
where K1 is a positive constant, o~+z':(1, a b) is defined by 
= {h >_ O: fhdvZp ' := I, At2(h)<_ a, Ehee~(~;(O))+ w(~QO))] _< b} .~ z+':(1, a,b) 
and Eh denotes the expectation with respect o the probability measure hdye':. 
Since .~+z':(1, a, b) is a compact subset of the probability measures endowed with 
weak topology and since the Dirichlet forms are lower semicontinuous, we have 
lim sup lim sup sup Eh [ -VY(~I ,  (2 ) l  
e~O N~ac he a~2.ell,~2N~: + I)2/hN2, K1 ) 
< sup Eh[VY(~I, ~2)]. 
he,~z+':(I, O, K~) 
The probability densities h which satisfy Aez(h) = 0 are constant on configurations 
(¢1, ~2) with the same total number of particles 
E Q(i)+ E 
Ill <_ : Iil < : 
Thus, using again arguments of Lemma 4.2, the supremum in the last expression can 
be restricted to the uniform probability measures ~Tk 2': on X~, with k < K2(2: + 1), 
2.e by the number k of particles. K2 > 0, obtained conditioning vp 
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Therefore, Lemma 4.3 will be proved if for every fixed K 2 > 0, we show that 
~2' :FvMlx  l imsup sup k e : ~ l , .Z ) ]<0.  
[ -~  k <_ Kz(2[ + l) 
Since 
1 
1 ~ 2p + 1 E (])M(~I(J)) I6~(~,, 32) < 2 /+~ I~l_<:-p li Jl-<p 
1 ~ ~bM(~z(j)) +--4pM 
2P+ 1 Ii Jl~p 2:+1 
and since the law of the random variables (~I( -P)  ..... ~I(P), ~z(-P) ..... ¢2(P)), with 
respect to 92,:, is translation invariant we just need the following asymptotic estimate: 
lim sup lim sup sup ~': 1 ~ ~bM(~l(j)) 
p~ {~Qc k<K2(2[+ 1 ) 2p + 1 [ j l<:  
1 ~, c~M(~z(j)) < O. 
2p + 1 IJl <-: 
2,: uniformly in k < K2(2: + 1), the At this point, if we could replace ~72.f by vp 
strong law of large numbers would conclude the proof. But such a replacement is 
allowed by Diaconis and Freedman (1988). [] 
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